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Abstract 

Calcasieu Lock is located on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway just north of 
Calcasieu Lake in Louisiana. Calcasieu Lock has three main purposes: 
facilitate navigation, provide flood relief during high flow events, and 
prevent saltwater intrusion into the Mermentau River Basin. During high 
flow events, the primary purpose of Calcasieu Lock is draining for flood 
relief. The upstream and downstream gates open to pass as much water as 
possible. When in draining mode, currents through the lock increase in 
strength and can cause eastbound traffic with smaller horsepower 
towboats to be unable to push upstream through the lock. This causes 
delays for the eastbound traffic. The US Army Corps of Engineers, New 
Orleans District (MVN), proposed a diversion channel to alleviate the 
amount of flow the lock must pass during these high flow events.  

In 2019, the US Army Engineer Research and Development Center 
Ship/Tow Simulator was used to perform a navigation study for the 
proposed diversion channel at Calcasieu Lock to assist MVN in verifying 
the proposed design. The final assessment of the diversion channel was 
accomplished through analysis of ship simulations completed by 
experienced pilots, discussions, track plots, run sheets, and final pilot 
surveys. 

 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. 
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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1 Introduction 
Background 

Calcasieu Lock is located on the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway (GIWW) just 
north of Calcasieu Lake in Louisiana. Figure 1 shows the location of 
Calcasieu Lock. Calcasieu Lock has three main purposes: to facilitate 
navigation, to provide flood relief during high flow events, and to prevent 
saltwater intrusion into the Mermentau River Basin. The Mermentau 
River Basin is a freshwater system that is used for crops, livestock, and 
irrigation. Saltwater intrusion from the coastal wetlands into the GIWW is 
controlled by the five main structures in the Mermentau River Basin: 
Calcasieu Lock, Catfish Point Control Structure, Schooner Bayou Control 
Structure, Leland Bowman Lock, and Freshwater Bayou Lock (Figure 2).  

Figure 1. Project location (USACE MVN 2019a).  
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Figure 2. Control structures for the Mermentau River Basin (USACE MVN 2019b). 

 

Purpose 

Calcasieu Lock is the 11th busiest lock in the United States and the busiest 
lock that is located on the GIWW (USACE MVN 2014). Although rare, if 
flows go from west to east, Calcasieu Lock must keep its gates closed to 
prevent saltwater intrusion while still allowing tow traffic to lock through.  

High flow (in this report, flood and flow are used interchangeably) events 
are common, which force the lock into draining mode or open pass. 
During open pass, flood relief becomes the primary purpose of the lock. 
Both gates open to allow as much flow as possible through the lock. Figure 
3 shows Calcasieu Lock in draining mode. The lock dimensions are 1,206 
feet (ft) long, 75 ft wide, and 13 ft deep, which constricts the flow from the 
GIWW channel. This constriction causes high velocities through the lock, 
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which tows have difficulty navigating. Westbound tows (traveling with the 
high currents) are not typically impeded by these high flow events. 
However, if eastbound tows do not have adequate horsepower to push 
through the high velocities, then the tow must wait until high tide. High 
tide causes the lock velocities to decrease. Sometimes tows will break the 
barges apart and trip the barges across either individually or in small 
groups. This method, although possible, is extremely time consuming, 
which makes it impractical. 

Figure 3. Calcasieu Lock during draining mode. 

 

Objective 

To reduce the transit delays that high flow conditions impose upon lower 
horsepower eastbound tows, the New Orleans District (MVN) has 
proposed the addition of a flow diversion channel. The diversion channel 
will not be navigable but will pass additional flow during high flow events 
through a series of culverts, which will reduce velocity magnitudes in the 
lock. The diversion channel will contain 13 box culverts, each 9 ft × 14 ft, 
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that will have the ability to close to prevent saltwater intrusion if 
necessary. The purpose of this study was to determine if the proposed 
diversion channel could alleviate navigation delays at Calcasieu Lock 
without increased risk to navigation. 

Approach 

Simulations were conducted for the original proposed diversion channel 
with four pilots over two testing weeks at the US Army Engineer Research 
and Development Center (ERDC) Ship/Tow Simulator (STS). Session one 
occurred from January 14-17, 2019, and Session 2 occurred from January 
21-24, 2019. Following results from the initial testing, modifications to the 
design were implemented, and additional testing of the modified design 
occurred from March 28-29, 2019, with the same pilots who attended 
testing Sessions 1 and 2. Table 1 is a list of attendees for all testing 
sessions. Table 2 lists the pilots’ experience in the industry. The validity of 
the original and modified proposed diversion channel was analyzed 
through a series of ship simulation exercises (performed by pilots with 
knowledge of Calcasieu Lock), track plots (Appendix A), discussions 
following simulations, written pilot comments (Appendix A), final wrap-
up discussions, and final pilot questionnaires (Appendix B).  

Table 1. List of attendees for simulation testing. 

Name Session:  
Dates Attended Affiliation 

Captain Tracy Cheramie 1: January 14-17,2019 
Additional: March 28-29, 2019 Florida Marine Transporters (FMT) 

Captain Jeffrey Orr 1: January 14-17, 2019 
Additional: March 28-29, 2019 Golding Barge Company 

Captain James Bates 2: January 21-24, 2019 
Additional: March 28-29, 2019 Kirby Corporation  

Captain Lee Hogue 2: January 21-24, 2019 
Additional: March 28-29, 2019 

Magnolia Marine Transport 
Company 

Mr. Jim Stark 2: January 23-24, 2019 President of GICA 

Ms. Marti Lucore 2: January 23, 2019 New Orleans District 
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Table 2. Pilot experience. 

Name Experience 

Captain Tracy Cheramie 
19 years on vessels, 
12 years serving in management  
for Florida Marine Transports (FMT) 

Captain Jeffrey Orr 
22 years on vessels, 
14 years as a pilot 

Captain James Bates 
12 years in the industry, 
10 years on vessels, 7 years as a pilot  

Captain Lee Hogue 
16 years on vessels, 
14 years as a pilot 

Simulator description 

Since the 1980s, the ERDC STS has served as a vital modeling tool for 
navigation projects for the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The 
ERDC STS has three full-mission bridges, each having a 270-degree field 
of view. Each mission bridge can operate independently or can link 
together. Simulations occur in real time, which means transits take the 
same amount of time that it would in real life. Figure 4 shows a captain 
from the project piloting the STS for the Calcasieu Lock project. A virtual 
database is created for both existing and proposed conditions for each 
unique project location. A virtual database can include input such as wind, 
waves, currents, bathymetry, navigational markers, and visual scenes.  

Figure 4. Captain piloting the STS during testing. 
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2 Reconnaissance Trip 

A site visit to Calcasieu Lock was conducted on September 20, 2017. The 
site visit served two major purposes: to view the project site and take 
digital images of the area necessary to build the STS visual scene and to 
discuss the project with industry representatives and the lockmaster. The 
Gulf Intracoastal Canal Association (GICA) organized several industry 
representatives who attended the site visit and participated in project 
discussions. A small vessel was used to traverse east and west of Calcasieu 
Lock so that digital images could be taken and used to build the visual 
scene for the STS. During the site visit, an eastbound five-barge tow 
traversed Calcasieu Lock during an open pass situation. The barge’s transit 
emphasized the strength of the currents through the lock as it almost came 
to a halt as the vessel approached the east sector gate.  

During the site visit, a design vessel of a 6-pack loaded barge pushed by a 
1,200 horsepower (hp) towboat was selected. This design vessel was 
chosen as an extreme option of what might traverse through Calcasieu 
Lock. The towboat pushing the 6-pack barge was 1,200 hp, which is on the 
low end of towboat that might push a barge of this size. If this vessel was 
able to navigate by the diversion channel, then many other vessels would, 
too. A loaded barge was selected, as it would be much more susceptible to 
strong currents than an empty barge.  
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3 Proposed Improvements 
Original proposed diversion channel 

The original proposed diversion channel, shown in Figure 5, was evaluated 
during the initial testing sessions. The proposed diversion channel was 
numerically modeled to have 13 box culverts, each 9 × 14 ft. These culverts 
will have the ability to close to prevent saltwater intrusion when necessary. 
If flow went from west to east, the culverts would close and no flow would 
pass through the diversion channel. Therefore, only flows going from east 
to west were tested in this study.  

The addition of the diversion channel should allow enough flow to pass 
during high flood events; therefore, releasing water through Calcasieu 
Lock will no longer be required. This will cause an operational change of 
eliminating open pass situations, and vessels will be required to always 
lock through.  

Figure 5. Original proposed diversion channel tested during initial testing sessions. 

 

Modified proposed diversion channel 

Based on the results of initial testing and the Session 2 final wrap-up 
discussion (see Final meetings section), several modifications to the design 
were implemented. Figure 6 shows the modified diversion channel that 
was evaluated during the additional session. The inlet modifications were 
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approximated based off feedback from initial simulations that suggested 
extending and rounding off the inlet could result in a reduction of 
crosscurrent magnitude. In addition to the modified inlet, an operational 
change to the lock was implemented for some of the additional testing 
runs. From initial testing, westbound traffic was found to have a more 
difficult transit than eastbound traffic; therefore, it was suggested that 
Calcasieu Lock be open pass for westbound traffic only. In some of the 
simulations tested during the additional testing session, Calcasieu Lock 
was numerically modeled as open. Further description of these 
modifications can be found in Results from initial production runs located 
in Section 6.  

Figure 6. Modified proposed diversion channel tested during additional testing session. 
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4 Database Development  

During a simulation, many environmental forces  act upon the vessel 
during transit. Some of these forces include wind, waves, currents, 
bathymetry, and ship-to-ship interaction. Virtual databases are 
developed as input into the ship simulator for the area of interest for 
existing conditions first. The existing conditions databases are validated 
with experienced mariners and then modified to replicate proposed 
future conditions. Testing of the proposed future conditions is referred to 
as production runs. A thorough description of evaluating channel design 
through the use of the STS can be found in Webb (1994).   

Design vessel 

One design vessel was selected for testing as a result of discussions during 
the site visit: 

Kin King: integrated 6-pack barge with 1,200 hp pusher tow. The 
integrated unit is 655 ft long, 70 ft wide, and drafts 9.5 ft.  

This vessel was selected based off input from the towing representatives 
who attended the reconnaissance trip. A loaded unit was chosen as they 
are more susceptible to strong currents. This vessel was a conservative 
testing option. The horsepower of the towboat was on the lower end of 
what could be expected to push a vessel of that size. If this vessel was able 
to transit by the diversion channel, then many other vessels would, too. 
Additional vessel information, in the form of pilot cards, can be found in 
Appendix C.  

Visual database 

A visual database was developed for Calcasieu Lock. Digital pictures taken 
of the area during the reconnaissance trip were used as a guideline to create 
the visual scene. The radar and ECDIS1 were also created for the area.  

Environmental database 

An environmental database was created for Calcasieu Lock that included 
current, wind, and bathymetric data. The Field Data Collection and 
                                                                 
1 Electronic Chart Display and Information System 
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Analysis Branch of the Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL) collected 
the bathymetric data. 

Wind 

While wind has a limited effect on a loaded 6-pack barge, it was still 
included in the simulations. A 10-knot northerly wind was selected for the 
runs on the east side of the lock (eastbound and westbound) as it would 
push the vessel towards the diversion channel. A 10-knot southerly wind 
was selected for runs on the west side of the lock (eastbound and 
westbound), as it would work in combination with the currents coming 
from the proposed diversion channel.  

Current development 

Currents for the project were developed using the two-dimensional 
shallow water module of Adaptive Hydraulics by the River and Estuarine 
Engineering Branch at CHL.1  

The Field Data Collection and Analysis Branch at CHL collected current 
validation data. The current development team then used the collected  
data to validate the existing condition model. Once the existing condition 
model was validated, production runs were simulated. Two flow 
conditions were simulated: a 2-year flood event and a 10-year flood event.  

In January 2010, the Black Bayou Culverts Hydrologic Restoration Project 
(CS-29) was completed with the construction of ten, 10 ft × 10 ft box 
culverts (Roger-White 2017). The Black Bayou culverts were constructed by 
the State of Louisiana to alleviate high water events by re-establishing the 
natural outlet of the Black Bayou. Figure 7 shows the location of the Black 
Bayou Bridge and Black Bayou culverts. These culverts close when water 
flows from east to west to prevent saltwater intrusion. The structure is not 
owned or controlled by the USACE; therefore, there is no guarantee that it 
would be open during high flow events. The numerical team that developed 
the currents for the ship simulator modeled Black Bayou as a wall (no flow 
passing through), as an open channel, and as a functioning set of culverts. It 
was important to establish that the success of the proposed diversion 
channel was not dependent on the Black Bayou culverts being held open, so 
                                                                 
1 Further information regarding the numerical modeling efforts for this project can be found in McKnight, 

C. J., T. O. McAlpin, A. G. Emiren, and J. V. Letter. In preparation. Calcasieu Lock Drainage Study. 
ERDC/CHL Technical Report.  Vicksburg, MS: US Army Engineer Research and Development Center. 
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the culverts were simulated as a culvert and as a wall in the initial testing of 
the diversion channel. Four different flow conditions were tested by pilots in 
the STS during initial testing: a 2-year flood event with Black Bayou treated 
as a culvert, a 2-year flood event with Black Bayou treated as a wall, a 10-
year flood event with Black Bayou treated as a culvert, and a 10-year flood 
event with Black Bayou treated as a wall. Numerically, the lock was modeled 
closed for all initial testing simulations. 

Figure 7. Black Bayou structures near Calcasieu Lock. 

 

Modifications for additional testing 

After results and discussions from the initial testing, it was determined 
additional testing would occur after making several modifications to the 
design. Simulations were modeled with Calcasieu Lock open and closed. As 
time and resources were limited, the additional testing session opted for 
more extreme environment conditions. For this reason, only 10-year flood 
events with the Black Bayou culverts treated exclusively as a wall were 
tested. Pilots deemed the original proposed currents weaker than expected 
for a 10-year flow event at Calcasieu Lock. Original currents were developed 
using a tide level of mean sea level (MSL). When the currents were 
developed for the additional testing session, a tide level of mean lower low 
water (MLLW) was used. Dropping the tide level to MLLW provides a more 
extreme situation and increases the velocity magnitude of the currents.  
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5 Validation  

The first day of simulation during the first testing session was spent 
validating existing conditions (no diversion channel). First, pilots tested 
out Calcasieu Lock in slack water with no environmental conditions. 
During these initial runs, pilots tested vessel response and noted any 
visual scene changes that needed to be adjusted. Once those runs were 
completed, variables were slowly added to each new simulation (wind and 
then currents) until all variables had been validated.  

The 2-year flood event was used to validate existing conditions. Pilots 
verified that the currents were appropriate and representative of normal 
operations at the lock. Pilots also tested the 10-year flood event for existing 
conditions to determine a baseline when going to the proposed conditions. 
Pilots determined that the 10-year flood was also a reasonable 
representation of a more extreme flow situation at Calcasieu Lock.  

All existing condition currents were numerically simulated with the lock 
gates open since these conditions (2-year and 10-year flood) would be 
treated as open pass in present day operations of the lock. Pilots did not 
test going through the lock. The simulator uses a predetermined current 
field, so when a vessel blocks a large portion of the flow, the currents are 
not updated to account for the decrease of flow area and increase of 
current magnitude. While this increased current effect can be 
approximated by using multipliers on the current field, it is often a slow, 
iterative process. Since initially MVN was suggesting an operational 
change to the lock that would eliminate open pass situations, vessels 
would be locking through with little to no current passing through the 
lock. While Calcasieu Lock would be open during some of the additional 
testing, simulations still ended once the westbound vessel was 
appropriately lined up for the lock. Pilots felt stopping the simulation 
there would be sufficient for testing as this would capture the effects from 
the diversion channel. Once the vessel was lined up, the currents would 
essentially push the vessel through when the lock was open. Since the 
vessels would not be traversing through the lock for any proposed 
conditions, there was not a need to determine multipliers for the existing 
conditions. Therefore, existing condition and proposed condition testing 
did not occur with the vessel transiting through the lock.  
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Pilots agreed that the overall existing condition database was a good 
approximation of the current operations at Calcasieu Lock. Once the 
existing condition model was validated, production runs, or simulations of 
the proposed diversion channel, could begin.  
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6 Results 

This section presents results from the initial testing first and then those 
from the additional testing. Results are presented in the form of track plots 
(Appendix A), pilot comments filled out after each run (Appendix A), and 
final pilot questionnaires (Appendix B). Several pilot comments were 
summarized or paraphrased in each section, but the entirety of pilot 
comments can be found in Appendix A following each track plot. For all 
track plots presented, the transiting vessel was the selected design vessel, a 
6-pack barge being pushed by a 1,200 hp towboat. For most track lines, 
the vessel was in a loaded condition, but two plates are presented for runs 
completed with the vessel in an empty (unloaded) condition.  

Production runs – initial testing 

For initial testing, results will be presented first for transits on the east 
side of Calcasieu Lock for the loaded 6-pack transiting first eastbound and 
then westbound. These results will be followed by transits on the west side 
of Calcasieu Lock for the loaded 6-pack transiting first eastbound and then 
westbound. Each result section for the loaded 6-pack is further divided by 
flow events (2-year or 10-year). The last initial testing result section 
presents the empty 6-pack runs on the east side of Calcasieu Lock. Table 3 
lists of all the runs completed over the initial 2 weeks of testing that are 
discussed in this report. Runs 1-16 were production runs from the test 
matrix created by ERDC and MVN. Simulations vary by location (east side 
of the lock or west side of the lock), transit direction (eastbound or 
westbound), flow event (2-year or 10-year), wind condition (10 knots from 
north or 10 knots from south), vessel condition (loaded or empty) and 
treatment of Black Bayou culverts (culvert or wall). 

Table 3. Scenarios completed over the initial testing sessions. 

Plate(s) in 
Appendix A Vessel 

Black 
Bayou 

Flow 
Event 

Transit 
Direction 

Side of 
Lock Wind Condition 

Test 
Matrix 

Number 
Total 
Runs 

1 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 2 yr East East 10 knots from N 7 4 

2 Loaded 6-pack Wall 2 yr East East 10 knots from N 1 4 

3 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 10 yr East East 10 knots from N 9 8 

4 Loaded 6-pack Wall 10 yr East East 10 knots from N 3 4 

5, 7 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 2 yr West East 10 knots from N 8 6 

6, 7 Loaded 6-pack Wall 2 yr West East 10 knots from N 2 11 
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Plate(s) in 
Appendix A Vessel 

Black 
Bayou 

Flow 
Event 

Transit 
Direction 

Side of 
Lock Wind Condition 

Test 
Matrix 

Number 
Total 
Runs 

8, 12 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 10 yr West East 10 knots from N 10 8 

9-12 Loaded 6-pack Wall 10 yr West East 10 knots from N 4 17 

13 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 2 yr East West 10 knots from S 15 4 

14 Loaded 6-pack Wall 2 yr East West 10 knots from S 13 4 

15 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 10 yr East West 10 knots from S 11 4 

16 Loaded 6-pack Wall 10 yr East West 10 knots from S 5 6 

17 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 2 yr West West 10 knots from S 16 4 

18 Loaded 6-pack Wall 2 yr West West 10 knots from S 14 4 

19 Loaded 6-pack Culvert 10 yr West West 10 knots from S 12 4 

20 Loaded 6-pack Wall 10 yr West West 10 knots from S 6 6 

21 Empty 6-pack Wall 10 yr East East 10 knots from N N/A 2 

22 Empty 6-pack Wall 10 yr West East 10 knots from N N/A 2 

The approximate starting and ending positions for runs on the east side 
and the west side of the lock can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
respectively. The track lines (Appendix A) presented are zoomed in and do 
not show the transit in its entirety. This was done so that the impact of the 
diversion channel could be more easily analyzed.  

Figure 8. Approximate westbound starting position and eastbound ending 
position for scenarios on the east side of the lock. 
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Figure 9. Approximate eastbound starting position and westbound ending position for 
scenarios on the west side of the lock. 

 

Several runs were completed that added in stationary traffic on the east 
and west side of Calcasieu Lock. These runs were accomplished after the 
original test matrix had been completed without traffic during the second 
testing session. The locations of the added traffic on the east and west side 
of Calcasieu Lock can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. 
While the addition of traffic created a more representative environment, it 
did not greatly influence the transits completed or change the impact from 
the diversion channel. Runs that were completed with the added traffic are 
shown in blue track lines in Appendix A. 
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Figure 10. Vessel traffic additions on east side of Calcasieu Lock. 

 

Figure 11. Vessel traffic additions on west side of Calcasieu Lock. 
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In each initial results section, the track plots from each flow condition are 
presented first with Black Bayou being numerically treated as a culvert and 
second, as a wall. In Appendix A, transits that have Black Bayou 
functioning as a culvert are typically shown in green while transits that 
have Black Bayou functioning as a wall are typically shown in red.  

East side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting eastbound  

Plate 1 - Plate 4 show all the tracks that were completed on the east side of 
Calcasieu Lock with the loaded 6-pack transiting eastbound. All scenarios 
have 10 knots of wind from the north. For all eastbound runs, transits 
began with the 6-pack leaving the east gates at Calcasieu Lock and ended 
approximately 0.5 mile below the Black Bayou southern inlet (Figure 8). 
Vessels began with a starting speed of approximately 1.5-2 knots since the 
vessel would be leaving Calcasieu Lock after just locking through.  

2-year flood  

All transits with a 2-year flood with Black Bayou functioning as a culvert 
can be seen in Plate 1. Plate 1 shows a composite of four total runs each 
from a different pilot. Pilot comments on this transit varied from “no 
issues here” to “slight draw (to the diversion channel) at low speed.” 

Plate 2 shows all transits completed with a 2-year flood with Black Bayou 
treated numerically as a wall. Plate 2 shows a composite of four total 
runs, each from a different pilot. Pilot comments on this transit 
expressed that there was minimal impact from the diversion channel 
while other comments conveyed there was some pull the entire time 
while passing the new cut.  

The proposed diversion channel did not have a significant impact on 
eastbound transits on the east side of Calcasieu Lock for either 2-year 
flood current sets. 

10-year flood 

All transits with a 10-year flood with Black Bayou functioning as a culvert 
can be seen in Plate 3. Plate 3 shows a composite of eight total runs from 
four different pilots. Two of these runs included added traffic east of the 
Black Bayou Bridge (Figure 10). While the addition of traffic made the 
simulations feel more realistic to the pilots, the added traffic did not have 
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an impact on the transits. The runs with the added traffic are shown in 
blue. Pilot comments for this transit included “felt a greater suction 
coming by the proposed cut at low speed, this will create the risk of 
collision” and “very small draw to the south bank above the bridge.” One of 
the four pilots said the suction from the diversion channel actually helped 
the vessel pull away from the lock and line up for the bridge.  

Plate 4 shows all transits completed with a 10-year flood with Black Bayou 
functioning as a wall. Plate 4 shows a composite of four total runs, each 
from a different pilot. There is very little variation in these track lines and 
the track lines do not appear to show a substantial effect due to the 
proposed diversion channel. All pilots agreed there was a slight pull from 
the diversion channel. Two out of the four pilots suggested the suction 
from the diversion channel actually helped the vessel pull off the lock to 
line up for the bridge.  

From overall discussions with the pilots, all eastbound transits on the east 
side of the lock were manageable.  

East side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting westbound  

Plate 5 - Plate 12 show all the tracks that were completed on the east side of 
Calcasieu Lock with the loaded 6-pack transiting westbound. All scenarios 
have the same wind condition of 10-knots of wind from the north. For all 
westbound runs, transits began approximately 0.5 mile below the Black 
Bayou southern inlet (Figure 8) and ended once the 6-pack was a few barge 
lengths past the long guide wall dolphin. Pilots had to slow down near the 
end of the transit to ensure the vessel would be slow enough to safely stop to 
lock through Calcasieu Lock. This resulted in the vessels being susceptible 
to the crosscurrents from the diversion channel. Pilots often seemed to feel 
a greater effect from the diversion channel once the vessel was just past the 
cut and the front of their tow hit the slack water in front of the lock. In some 
current sets, a small eddy was evident in the mostly slack water in front of 
the lock that likely contributed to this effect.  

2-year flood  

All 2-year flood condition transits, with Black Bayou treated numerically as 
a culvert, can be seen in Plate 5. Plate 5 is a composite of six total runs from 
four different pilots. Two runs added vessel traffic on the east side of Black 
Bayou Bridge (shown in blue). While the added traffic made the simulations 
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feel more realistic to the pilots, it did not have a significant effect on the 
transits themselves. The two runs with added traffic were the last runs of 
the testing week, it can be noticed that the vessel took a more northern 
approach. This was likely because the pilots had completed this transit 
many times through the testing week and adjusted their transit line to 
lessen the effects from the diversion channel. In these westbound transits, 
the effects of the proposed diversion channel become even more apparent at 
the lower flow events. Where the eastbound transits on the east side of the 
lock stayed mostly straight from the bridge to the lock, in westbound 
transits, the stern begins to be drawn slightly towards the diversion channel 
and then more significantly as the vessel transits past the diversion channel. 
Pilot comments on this transit varied from feeling a pull from the diversion 
channel up to the long wall, to feeling no noticeable set.  

Plate 6 shows a composite of 10 transits. These were completed with 
2-year flood currents and with Black Bayou functioning as a wall. Two of 
the runs added vessel traffic on the east side of Black Bayou Bridge. While 
the addition of traffic made the simulations feel more realistic to the pilots, 
the added traffic did not have much an effect on the transits themselves. 
The two runs with added traffic (shown in blue) were some of the last runs 
completed in the testing week; it can be noticed the vessel took a slightly 
higher approach when going past the diversion channel. This was likely 
because the pilots had completed this transit many times through the 
testing week and adjusted their transit line farther north to lessen the 
effects from the diversion channel. In westbound transits, the effects from 
the proposed diversion channel became more prominent even at 2-year 
flow simulations. Where the eastbound transits on the east side of the lock 
stayed mostly straight from the bridge to the lock, in westbound transits, 
the stern begins to be drawn slightly towards the diversion channel and 
then more significantly as the vessel transits past the diversion channel. 
This swing occurs from the bridge until the vessel is lined up in the guide 
walls. While the vessel swing was more prominent once the vessel passed 
the new cut for the 2-year flow with Black Bayou as a culvert, the 2-year 
flow with Black Bayou as a wall shows a more constant effect on the vessel 
from the bridge to the guide walls. Pilot comments on these transits 
included “still drawn in at slow speed, this will cause a risk of collision” 
and “no issues if anticipating the set ahead of time.” 

Plate 7 shows a composite of the 2-year flow transits of Black Bayou as a 
wall and as a culvert. Green track lines represent the 2-year flow with 
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Black Bayou functioning as a culvert, and the red track lines represent the 
2-year flow with Black Bayou functioning as a wall. The runs with added 
vessel traffic have been removed for clarity. The 2-year flow with Black 
Bayou functioning as a wall appears to have a more significant effect on 
the vessel transit.  

Based on conversations with the pilots and comments made in the final 
pilot questionnaire (Appendix B), the decision on whether or not transits 
with the 2-year flood currents for westbound traffic is feasible with the 
diversion channel was split. Two of the pilots considered the lower flow 
events manageable for the design vessel while the other two pilots deemed 
the proposed diversion channel not feasible for westbound traffic even at 
the lower flows.  

10-year flood  

All transits with 10-year flood currents and Black Bayou functioning as a 
culvert can be seen in Plate 8. Plate 8 is a composite of eight total runs 
from four different pilots. Two of these runs included added traffic east of 
the Black Bayou Bridge. While the addition of traffic made the simulations 
feel more realistic to the pilots, the added traffic did not have much effect 
on the transits themselves. These runs with the added traffic are shown in 
blue. A much more significant effect from the diversion channel can be 
seen in the track lines on this plate. The vessel shows more of a “wobble” 
as the pilots must correct and counteract the effects from the diversion 
channel. All pilots experienced a significant draw from the diversion 
channel in these transits. Two of the pilots felt that having Black Bayou 
functioning as a culvert lessened the amount of suction from the diversion 
channel. Pilot comments for this run included “this cut is setting up 
vessels for an incident with the lock and is not a good situation” and “hard 
draw to the new cut which gets you out of shape for the lock and makes 
you land on the short wall bull nose.”  

Plate 9 shows all the transits completed with 10-year flood conditions and 
Black Bayou functioning as a wall. Plate 9 shows a composite of 17 total 
runs from four different pilots. Four of the runs included vessel traffic on 
the east side of the Black Bayou Bridge, which can be seen in the blue track 
lines. This added vessel traffic did not significantly alter the way the pilots 
transited the vessel but did provide a more realistic testing environment. 
Since there were so many runs completed for this transit, Plate 10 and 
Plate 11 separate the runs by testing week so transit tracks can be more 
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easily seen. Plate 10 shows 7 runs from the first testing week while Plate 11 
shows 10 runs from the second testing week. A pronounced effect from the 
diversion channel can be seen in the track lines in Plate 9 - Plate 11. In 
westbound transits, the stern is pulled towards the diversion channel. This 
swing is most prominent after the vessel has mostly passed the diversion 
channel cut. In several of the vessel tracks, the vessel was pulled 
essentially to the bank near the diversion channel. Several of the vessel 
tracks also breached the guide walls. In the prototype, those transits would 
have resulted in extensive damage. Several pilots attempted to land the 
front of the tow on the short wall and then pivot on it to straighten up and 
push ahead through the lock. However, many of these transits resulted on 
the tow hitting the front of the short wall too fast and being sheared off 
into the long wall, which would have resulted in significant damage to the 
lock and/or vessel. The vessel shows more of a wobble as the pilots had to 
correct and counteract the effects from diversion channel. This constant 
back and forth is not ideal when coming into the lock as it adds a level of 
complexity to the transits that is currently not there. This flow condition 
proved to be the most difficult as no water was diverted through the Black 
Bayou structure. Pilot comments for this transit expressed issues with 
slowing the vessel down enough to safely make it through the lock without 
experiencing major effects from crosscurrents.  

Plate 12 shows a composite of the 10-year flow transits of Black Bayou as a 
wall and as a culvert. The runs with added vessel traffic have been 
removed for clarity. Green track lines represent the 10-year flow with 
Black Bayou functioning as a culvert, and the red track lines represent the 
10-year flow with Black Bayou functioning as a wall. The 10-year flow with 
Black Bayou functioning as a wall appears to have a much more significant 
effect on the vessel transit.  

Based on conversations with the pilots and comments made in the final 
pilot questionnaire (Appendix B), the 10-year flood events with the 
proposed diversion channel for westbound traffic were unanimously 
deemed unfeasible by the pilots.  

West side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting eastbound  

Plate 13 -Plate 16 show all the tracks that were completed on the west side 
of Calcasieu Lock with the loaded 6-pack transiting eastbound. All 
scenarios have the same wind condition of 10-knots of wind from the 
south. For all eastbound runs, transits began just past Devil’s Elbow 
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(Figure 9) and ended once the 6-pack had gone a few barge lengths past 
the long wall dolphin. Vessels had to slow down near the end of the transit 
to ensure the vessel would be able to safely stop to lock through. Transits 
on the west side of the lock are typically much easier than transits on the 
east side of the lock as the channel opens up significantly, which allows the 
current to decrease substantially.  

2-year flood  

All transits with the 2-year flood currents with Black Bayou functioning as 
a culvert can be seen in Plate 13. Plate 13 shows the composite of four runs, 
each from a different pilot. The proposed diversion channel did not have a 
significant effect on the transits of eastbound vessels. Pilots were able to 
easily counteract the set from the diversion channel, slow down, and be 
appropriately lined up to go through the lock. The variation in the track 
lines are likely due to different piloting styles, not due to the currents from 
the diversion channel. Pilot comments expressed these transits were 
similar to normal operations, meaning they did not have any issues. 

Plate 14 shows transits completed with the 2-year flood conditions with 
Black Bayou functioning as a wall. Plate 14 shows a composite of four total 
runs each from a different pilot. The proposed diversion channel did not 
have a significant effect on the transits of these eastbound vessels. Pilots 
considered this transit similar to normal operations and did not 
experience issues. 

10-year flood 

All transits with 10-year flood conditions and with Black Bayou 
functioning as a culvert can be seen in Plate 15. Plate 15 shows a composite 
of four total runs from four different pilots. The proposed diversion 
channel did not have a significant effect on the transits of these eastbound 
vessels. Pilot comments expressed there were no issues with these runs.  

Plate 16 shows all transits completed with a 10-year flood event with Black 
Bayou functioning as a wall. Plate 16 shows a composite of six total runs 
from four different pilots. Two of the runs included vessel traffic on the 
east side of the Black Bayou Bridge, which can be seen in the blue track 
lines. This added vessel traffic did not significantly alter the way the pilots 
transited the vessel but provided a more realistic testing environment. 
Eastbound transits on the west side of the lock were not significantly 
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changed by the addition of the diversion channel. Pilot comments 
demonstrated that this transit was similar to current operations but it did 
add a slight crosscurrent that had to be accounted for.  

Pilots experienced minimal impact from the added diversion channel on 
eastbound transits on the west side of the lock for either 2-year or 10-year 
flood events.  

West side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting westbound  

Plate 17 - Plate 20 show all the tracks that were completed on the west side 
of Calcasieu Lock with the loaded 6-pack transiting westbound. All 
scenarios have the same wind condition of 10-knots of wind from the 
south. For all westbound runs, transits began with the 6-pack leaving the 
west gates at Calcasieu Lock and ended around the curve at Devil’s Elbow 
(Figure 9). The vessels began with a starting speed of approximately 
1.5-2 knots since the vessel would be leaving Calcasieu Lock after just 
locking through. Transits on the west side of the lock are typically much 
easier than transits on the east side of the lock as the channel opens up 
significantly, which allows the current to decrease substantially. 

2-year flood 

Plate 17 shows all the transits completed with the 2-year flood with Black 
Bayou being numerically treated as a culvert. There are four runs, each 
from a different pilot, shown in Plate 16. The variation in track lines in this 
plate likely shows a variation in piloting technique, not complications from 
the addition of the diversion channel. Pilot comments expressed there 
were no major issues with this run. 

Plate 18 shows a composite of four total runs from four different pilots 
with the 2-year flood with Black Bayou being treated numerically as a wall. 
These track lines are very similar to the track lines from the 2-year flood 
with Black Bayou functioning as a wall shown in Plate 17. Pilots 
experienced minimal impact from the added diversion channel on 
westbound transits on the west side of the lock for either 2-year flood 
events. Pilot comments for this run included “normal operations” and “felt 
like a normal exit from the lock.” 
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10-year flood 

Plate 19 shows all the transits completed with the 10-year flood with Black 
Bayou being numerically treated as a culvert. There are four runs, each 
from a different pilot, shown in Plate 19. The variation in track lines in this 
plate likely shows a variation in piloting technique, not complications from 
the addition of the diversion channel. Pilot comments for this run included 
“normal operations” and “very small draw to the north bank as you’re 
leaving the lock. It’s just enough to help you get away from the long wall, 
not bad at all.”  

Plate 20 shows a composite of six total runs from four different pilots with 
the 10-year flood and with Black Bayou being treated numerically as a 
wall. Two of the runs had traffic added west of Calcasieu Lock (Figure 10). 
While the added vessel traffic allowed for a more realistic environment, 
the added vessel did not have much of an impact on the transits. The track 
lines with added traffic can be seen in blue on Plate 20. Pilot comments 
demonstrated that this transit was similar to current operations, but two 
pilots expressed that it did add a slight pull, which helped the vessel make 
the turn to starboard. 

Pilots experienced minimal impact from the added diversion channel on 
westbound transits on the west side of the lock for the 2-year or 10-year 
flood events.  

East side of Calcasieu Lock - empty 6-pack barge scenarios  

Plate 21 and Plate 22 show all the transits that were completed using the 
empty condition of the design vessel (655 ft × 70ft × 6.8 ft for the 
integrated unit including 1,200 hp pusher tow). Since empty barges draft 
much less, the biggest factor when piloting them is wind, not current. 
There were only a few scenarios tested using empty barges because of the 
limited effect that crosscurrents had on the vessel. All scenarios completed 
with the empty 6-pack were tested on the east side of Calcasieu Lock and 
had 10-knots of wind from the north.  

Plate 21 shows a composite of two eastbound transits that began with the 
empty 6-pack leaving the east lock gates and ending approximately 0.5 mile 
below the Black Bayou southern inlet. Both of these runs included traffic 
east of the Black Bayou Bridge (Figure 10) and were completed by two 
different pilots. One pilot experienced a slight draw toward the diversion 
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channel due to a combination of the wind and the current, but this draw was 
able to be managed by the speed of the vessel. Pilot comments for this 
transit expressed that there was a set to the south, but it was manageable.  

Plate 22 shows a composite of two westbound transits that began 
approximately 0.5 mile below the Black Bayou southern inlet. Both of 
these runs included traffic east of the Black Bayou Bridge (Figure 10) and 
were completed by two different pilots. One of the pilots was unable to 
successfully navigate the empty vessel by the diversion channel, and the 
vessel was pulled into the diversion channel. While both pilots stated that 
an experienced pilot would have realized the wind was too strong for this 
sized vessel being pushed by a 1,200 hp tow, a less-experienced pilot might 
not have waited until the wind had lessened before attempting the transit 
from the bridge to the lock. The strong pull that the empty barge 
experienced towards the diversion channel lead to the recommendation of 
including protection cells in front of the diversion channel inlet. These 
cells would eliminate the possibility of empty tows being sucked into the 
cut. Pilot comments for this run expressed that neither pilot would have 
attempted this run in real life because there was great chance of failing and 
causing damage. 

Results from initial production runs  

Following initial simulations, the original proposed diversion channel was 
deemed inadequate for westbound traffic on the east side of Calcasieu 
Lock. Pilots considered the amount of pull from the diversion channel on 
slower moving westbound tows a safety issue for navigation. Several 
suggestions were made to modify the design to help alleviate the severity 
of the crosscurrents from the diversion channel. One modification was 
opening Calcasieu Lock for westbound traffic. As the vessel would not have 
to stop to lock through, the vessel could pass by the diversion channel at a 
slightly higher speed. In addition, the crosscurrent magnitude would not 
be as great since not all of the flow would be forced through the diversion 
channel but would be split between the lock and the diversion channel. 
The diversion channel had minimal impact for eastbound traffic, so the 
lock could remain closed (vessels would have to lock through) for 
eastbound traffic. The diversion channel inlet was also modified to be 
slightly extended and rounded off to reduce the crosscurrents effects 
(Figure 6). Finally, the currents were strengthened slightly by dropping the 
tide level from MSL to MLLW.  
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Production runs – additional testing 

Based on pilot feedback from the initial testing, several modifications to 
the design were implemented. These included modeling the currents using 
a tide level of MLLW, modifying the diversion channel inlet (Figure 6), 
and opening the lock for westbound traffic during some simulations. The 
original diversion channel inlet was slightly extended and rounded off to 
create the modified diversion channel. The inlet modifications were 
proposed to help reduce the crosscurrents experienced by the pilots from 
the original proposed diversion channel. Three different alternatives were 
evaluated during the additional testing session: 

• Alternative 1: Original diversion channel, lock closed for eastbound 
traffic, and lock open for westbound traffic. 

• Alternative 2: Modified diversion channel, lock closed for eastbound 
traffic, and lock closed for westbound traffic. 

• Alternative 3: Modified diversion channel, lock closed for eastbound 
traffic, and lock open for westbound traffic. 

All simulations completed during the additional testing were completed 
with the loaded 6-pack barge. Since time was limited, only the 10-year flow 
event (MLLW as water level) with Black Bayou modeled as a wall was 
tested, which provided a conservative answer. The same approximate 
starting and ending positions used during the initial testing (Figure 8 and 
Figure 9) were also used during the additional testing session. However, 
during duplicated runs, the pilots started closer to Calcasieu Lock to save 
time. Although Calcasieu Lock would be open for westbound traffic in 
Alternative 1 and Alternative 3, simulations did not test the vessel going 
through the lock. As previously mentioned, the ship simulator uses a static 
current field and does not account for blockage. Although the blockage 
effect can be approximated by applying a multiplication factor to the 
currents, this process is slow and iterative. Pilots felt stopping the 
simulation once the westbound vessel was appropriately lined up for the 
lock would be sufficient for testing as it would capture the most difficult 
part of that transit. Once the vessel is lined up, the currents essentially 
push the vessel through. All simulations completed during the additional 
testing included the traffic that was added during the latter portion of 
session two (shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11). Table 4 lists the 
simulations completed during the additional testing. Scenarios vary by 
location (east side of the lock or west side of the lock), transit direction 
(eastbound or westbound), wind condition (10 knots from north or 
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10 knots from south), treatment of lock (open or closed), and diversion 
channel (original or modified). The following section will provide more 
detail describing each of these scenarios.  

Table 4. Scenarios completed over the additional testing session (BB = Black Bayou). 

Plate(s) 
in 

Appendix 
A Alt. Vessel 

Flow Event 
(MLLW) 

Transit 
Direction 

Side of 
Lock Lock 

Diversion 
Channel 

Wind 
Condition 

Test 
Matrix 

Number 
Total 
Runs 

23 1 
Loaded  
6-pack 

10 yr,  
BB as wall West East Open Original 

10 knots 
from N 1 4 

24 1 
Loaded 
6-pack 

10 yr,  
BB as wall West West Open Original 

10 knots 
from S 2 4 

25 2 
Loaded  
6-pack 

10 yr,  
BB as wall West East Closed Modified 

10 knots 
from N 3 8 

26 
2, 
3 

Loaded  
6-pack 

10 yr,  
BB as wall East East Closed Modified 

10 knots 
from N 4 4 

27 3 
Loaded  
6-pack 

10 yr,  
BB as wall West East Open Modified 

10 knots 
from N 5 8 

28 3 
Loaded  
6-pack 

10 yr,  
BB as wall West West Open Modified 

10 knots 
from S 6 4 

Alternative 1 – original diversion channel cut, lock open for westbound 
traffic 

In Alternative 1, the original diversion channel cut (used during initial 
simulations) was tested, but the lock was numerically modeled as open for 
westbound transits. Initial tests showed the original diversion channel cut 
would be feasible for eastbound traffic with the lock closed. Therefore, 
only westbound traffic on the east and west side of Calcasieu Lock had to 
be tested to determine if this alternative would be feasible. Plate 23 and 
Plate 24 show track plots for the scenarios tested with Alternative 1.  
 
Plate 23 shows a composite of four total runs each from a different pilot. 
During this scenario, traffic was westbound with the original proposed 
diversion channel, wind was 10 knots from the south, and the lock was 
open. Vessels began with an initial speed of 4 knots. Since the lock was 
open during this simulation, vessels did not have to slow down as much as 
when the vessel would be locking through. Slight wobbles can be noticed 
in the track plots as the pilots had to correct and counteract the effects 
from diversion channel crosscurrents. Pilots concluded that opening the 
lock substantially reduced effects of the crosscurrents on the vessel than 
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when the lock was closed but considered the vessel speed approaching the 
lock too high. The strength of current pushing them toward the lock was 
now much stronger. To maintain steerage when traveling in the direction 
of the currents, the vessel must be going faster than the currents; 
otherwise, the vessel is essentially floating through the water with minimal 
control. With the vessel being 70 ft wide and Calcasieu Lock being 75 ft 
wide, there are only 2.5 ft on either side of the vessel. The vessel must be 
close to perfectly aligned to make a suitable transit through the lock. While 
a vessel may touch the guide walls at low speed without causing damage, 
there is no room for error when the vessel is approaching the lock at high 
speeds. Bumping the guide walls at high speeds or at too harsh of an angle 
can cause extensive damage to the lock and/or vessel. Pilot comments 
expressed that there was a small set due to the diversion channel, but the 
biggest concern was the lock approach speed of the vessel due to the 
strength of the currents.  

Plate 24 shows a composite of four total runs, each from a different pilot. 
During this scenario, wind was 10 knots from the south, transits were 
westbound on the west side of the lock with the original diversion channel, 
and the lock gates were open. Any variati0ns in track plots shown in Plate 
24 were likely due to pilot preference as opposed to transit difficulties. 
Pilots determined that the diversion channel had minimal impact on 
westbound traffic on the west side of Calcasieu Lock, since despite the 
strong currents from the diversion channel, they were able to maneuver 
effectively. Pilot comments for this run included “hard current coming out 
of the lock, but it seemed to be a normal running” and “no issue with this 
run.”  

Alternative 2 – modified diversion channel cut, lock closed for westbound 
traffic 

In Alternative 2, the diversion channel cut was modified (shown in Figure 
6) and the lock was numerically modeled as closed for all traffic directions. 
Initial testing showed that transits on the west side of Calcasieu Lock were 
minimally impacted by the addition of the diversion channel when the lock 
was closed. The modified diversion channel should provide similar 
currents on the west side of the lock as the original diversion channel since 
the culvert capacity is identical to the initial simulations. Therefore, only 
traffic on the east side of Calcasieu Lock was tested to determine the 
feasibility of Alternative 2. Plate 25 and Plate 26 show the tracks for 
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scenarios tested for Alternative 2. For both scenarios, wind was 10 knots 
from the north.  

Plate 25 shows a composite of eight total runs, which were simulated by 
four different pilots. Each pilot repeated this run, but during the repeated 
run, the vessel’s starting position was moved to approximately 0.5 mile 
east of Black Bayou Bridge to reduce simulation time without altering 
results. The vessel’s initial speed was approximately 4 knots for the first 
run and approximately 2 knots for the replicated run that started closer to 
Black Bayou Bridge. During this scenario, traffic was westbound with the 
modified diversion channel, and the lock was closed. Pilots felt the 
modification to the diversion channel slightly lessened the strength of the 
crosscurrents acting upon the vessel compared to the original diversion 
channel. However, the crosscurrents were much stronger with the lock 
closed than with the lock open. The track plots shown in Plate 25 displays 
the pull of the crosscurrents on the vessel. In these westbound transits, the 
stern is pulled towards the diversion channel, which causes a swing of the 
vessel. Several of the transits in this scenario would have resulted in 
damage as the vessel approached the lock too fast at a slight angle due to 
the crosscurrents. Pilots expressed the vessel would only be able to stop 
with assistance (helper boats); otherwise, they would collide with the 
guide walls and cause damage. 

Plate 26 shows a composite of four total runs, each from a different pilot. 
Vessel’s starting speed was approximately 1.5 knots. During this scenario, 
transits were eastbound with the modified diversion channel, and the lock 
was closed. Pilots had minimal concerns with this scenario. The vessel was 
headed into the current, which makes maintaining steerage much easier. 
Pilot comments included “no noticeable draw exiting the lock, felt like 
normal” and “no issues with this run.”  

Alternative 3 – modified diversion channel cut, lock open for westbound 
traffic 

In Alternative 3, the diversion channel cut was modified (shown in Figure 
6), and the lock was numerically modeled as open for all westbound traffic. 
Eastbound traffic passing by the new cut with the lock closed was tested in 
the previous alternative (run #4) and shown in Plate 26. Eastbound traffic 
on the west side of the lock should experience similar currents as the 
original diversion channel because the culvert capacity is the same as in 
the initial simulations. For this alternative to be accepted, the results of 
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the eastbound traffic scenarios (Plate 26) and westbound traffic scenarios 
had to be acceptable. Plate 26 - Plate 28 show the track plots for the 
scenarios tested with Alternative 3. Results from Plate 26 were discussed 
in the previous section.  

Plate 27 shows a composite of eight total runs, which were simulated by 
four different pilots. Each pilot repeated this run, but during the repeated 
run, the vessel’s starting position was approximately 0.5 mile east of Black 
Bayou Bridge to reduce simulation time without altering results. The 
vessel’s starting speed was approximately 4 knots for the initial run and 
approximately 2 knots for the replicated run that started closer to the 
Black Bayou Bridge. During this scenario, transits were westbound with 
the modified diversion channel, and the lock was open. The track plots in 
Plate 27 show slight wobbles as the pilots counteracted the effects from the 
diversion channel. Pilots felt the crosscurrent effects were reduced by the 
modified diversion channel and by opening the lock. However, pilots still 
experienced a slight pull to the diversion channel and a strong current 
pushing the tow toward the lock. The increased speed, from the effect of 
the strong current, means the vessel must be perfectly aligned to make a 
suitable transit through the lock. While a vessel may touch the guide walls 
at low speed without causing damage, there is no room for error when the 
vessel is approaching the lock at high speeds. Bumping the guide walls at 
high speeds or at too harsh of an angle can cause extensive damage to the 
lock and/or vessel. Several simulations ended in either the vessel 
grounding or causing damage. Pilot comments for this scenario included 
“ran slower and cannot pick tow (stern) up in time before the head wedged 
between the lock walls” and “felt a slower pull to the cut at a greater speed, 
but I am still not comfortable.”  

Plate 28 shows a composite of four total runs, each from a different pilot. 
During this scenario, wind was 10 knots from the south, transits were 
westbound on the west side of the lock with the modified diversion 
channel, and the lock was open. Any variati0ns in track plots shown in 
Plate 28 was likely due to pilot preference as opposed to transit difficulties. 
Pilots concluded that the diversion channel had minimal impact on 
westbound traffic on the west side of Calcasieu Lock. Pilot comments for 
this run included “no issues” and “normal running.”  
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7 Production Runs Summary 

The diversion channel had minimal impact on all transits occurring on the 
west side of the lock. The main channel opens up significantly on the west 
side of Calcasieu Lock, which allows the current magnitudes to 
substantially decrease.  

The diversion channel also did not significantly impact eastbound transits 
on the east side of the lock. Since vessels are going against the current 
when leaving the lock, the vessel does not have to be going faster than the 
current to maintain steerage. In addition, the vessel does not have to stop 
to lock through, so the vessel is able to pass by the diversion channel going 
much faster than when transiting westbound. The faster speed lessens the 
pull caused by the diversion channel. Easier steerage and faster speed 
makes eastbound transits on the east side of the lock practical for either 
proposed diversion channel.  

Westbound transits on the east side of the lock were not feasible for the 
original proposed diversion channel, nor for any of the additional 
alternatives tested. When going westbound on the east side of the lock, 
vessels are going with the current, which requires the vessel to go faster 
than the current speed to maintain steerage; otherwise, the vessel is 
floating in the water with little to no control. Pilots will want to push ahead 
when transiting through the bridge to maintain steerage and not have a 
collision. However, once past the bridge, the pilot must begin to slow down 
and then stop to lock through (initial design and Alternative 2). As the 
vessel slows, it becomes susceptible to the crosscurrents from the 
diversion channel. Either the pilots were unable to keep enough speed on 
the vessel to not be at the mercy of the diversion channel suction, or they 
could not slow quickly enough to stop and safely transit the lock. These 
two conditions worsened with the 10-year flood event. While Alternative 1 
and Alternative 3 allowed for westbound traffic to pass through the lock 
instead of locking through, the current was still too strong for the pilots to 
transit Calcasieu Lock. In Alternative 1 and Alternative 3, vessels would 
have to be perfectly aligned with the lock since bumping the guide walls at 
a sharp angle or at a high speed would result in extensive damage. 
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Overall conclusions and recommendations are based on track plots 
(Appendix A), run sheets (Appendix A), final pilot surveys (Appendix B), 
discussions after each simulation, and final wrap-up meetings completed 
at the end of each testing week.  

Final meetings 

At the end of session one, a wrap-up meeting occurred with the pilots, 
MVN, and ERDC personnel. During this meeting, pilots discussed their 
concern for the original proposed diversion channel. During high flow 
events in the simulations, the westbound vessels experienced significant 
suction towards the diversion channel. Pilots considered the addition of 
the diversion channel a bad decision that would result in increased delays 
for westbound traffic and possible damage.  

At the end of session two, a wrap-up meeting occurred with the pilots,  
MVN, GICA, and ERDC personnel. The pilots concluded that if the original 
proposed diversion channel is constructed, helper boats would be 
considered mandatory for westbound traffic. One of the pilots expressed 
that a 1,000 ft tow would be unable to maneuver by the diversion channel 
as the stretch between the Black Bayou Bridge and long guide wall is only 
1,500 ft. Possible modifications to alleviate crosscurrents were identified, 
which included opening the lock for westbound traffic and modifying the 
diversion channel inlet.  

At the end of the additional testing session, a final meeting occurred with 
the pilots, MVN, and ERDC personnel. The pilots concluded that while 
the modifications to the diversion channel improved navigation 
conditions from the initial proposed design, the improvements were not 
enough to make any of the alternatives feasible. The pilots stated that if 
any of the proposed designs are implemented, it would be “when” not “if” 
damage occurred.  

Concerns for westbound traffic east of Calcasieu Lock 

The pilots that were present for both testing weeks had significant 
experience piloting tows, which provided them with the knowledge to 
counteract the suction from the diversion channel during most of the 
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transits. However, pilots expressed concern over less-experienced towing 
pilots being able to compensate for the pull from the diversion channel and 
having experience at all with crosscurrents. Another concern was that in an 
approximately 1,500 ft stretch (from long guide wall to the Black Bayou 
Bridge), there are three main challenges for westbound traffic: lining up for 
the lock, lining up to get past the bridge, and counteracting the suction from 
the diversion channel. The combination of these three obstacles creates a 
critical navigation situation. The addition of the suction from the diversion 
channel adds an extra layer of complexity to westbound transits that turn an 
already difficult situation into a possibly hazardous one.  

While this proposed diversion channel could possibly eliminate eastbound 
transit delays, it would likely create navigational delays for westbound 
traffic. If an eastbound vessel does not have adequate horsepower to 
overcome the currents going through Calcasieu Lock, the tow will be 
pushed out of the lock and be forced to wait for conditions to lessen, or 
trip individual barges or small groups across. While this eastbound 
navigation obstacle may cause delays, it does not risk damage. However, 
the proposed design would create a westbound situation that has the 
potential to damage the lock and/or the vessel. Once the westbound vessel 
passes Black Bayou Bridge, it may not be able to stop due to the strength of 
the current and diversion channel suction. If the vessel is not 
appropriately aligned with the lock, damage to the lock and/or vessel is 
likely. Pilots agreed that if the proposed diversion channel is implemented, 
damage would occur.  

Currently, pilots communicate with the lockmaster to determine 
expected flow conditions in preparation for their transit through the lock. 
If the proposed diversion channel is constructed, it is vital that a 
flowmeter or similar device be placed in the diversion channel so that the 
lockmaster would have access to it and be able to communicate flow 
condition information to approaching tows. This communication would 
allow pilots to prepare for the transit by the diversion channel and 
subsequent lock approach.  

Recommendations 

ERDC recommends the diversion channel not be constructed as proposed 
based on the results of the simulations. The proposed diversion channel 
was originally suggested to alleviate the amount of flow the lock must pass 
during high flow events to eliminate navigational delays experienced by 
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eastbound lower-horsepower tows. All pilots in attendance for testing 
concurred that the eastbound traffic concerns (due to high flow) have 
improved extensively over the last few years due to changing industry 
standards. Towing companies are also replacing lower-horsepower tugs 
with higher-horsepower tugs, which is eliminating or lessening wait times 
of eastbound traffic due to extreme currents. If a diversion channel is 
deemed necessary to improve navigation conditions, it is suggested the 
diversion channel not be located between Black Bayou Bridge and 
Calcasieu Lock as that location is not conducive for safe navigation. If a 
new location is proposed, a ship simulation navigation study would be 
necessary to understand the impacts to navigation.  
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Appendix A: Track Plots and Pilot Comments 
Initial testing track plots and pilot comments 

The following section presents first the track plot and then a consolidated 
sheet(s) of pilot comments for each track plot. Each track plot is presented 
initially with its paired pilot comment sheet; however, occasionally the 
track plots will be shown again composited together with other track plots. 
If a track plot image is not followed by a paired pilot comment sheet, then 
the original track plots and comments have already been presented in a 
previous sheet.  

In this section, results will be shown first for simulations on the east side 
of Calcasieu Lock for the loaded 6-pack transiting first eastbound and then 
westbound. Those results will be followed by transits on the west side of 
Calcasieu Lock for the loaded 6-pack transiting first eastbound and then 
westbound. Each result section for the loaded 6-pack is further divided by 
current magnitude (2-year or 10-year flood). The last result section for 
initial testing will present the empty 6-pack runs on the east side of 
Calcasieu Lock. 

Green track lines represent Black Bayou being treated numerically as a 
culvert while red track lines represent Black Bayou being treated 
numerically as a wall. Blue track lines mean vessel traffic was added in the 
locations specified in Figure 10 and Figure 11 of the main text.  
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East side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting eastbound 

Plate 1. 
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Pilot comments for plate 1. 
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Plate 2. 
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Pilot comments for plate 2. 
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Plate 3. 
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Pilot comments for plate 3. 
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Plate 4. 
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Pilot comments for plate 4. 
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East side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting westbound 

Plate 5. 
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Pilot comments for plate 5. 
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Plate 6. 
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Pilot 1 and 2 comments for plate 6. 
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Pilot 3 and 4 comments for plate 6. 
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Plate 7. 
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Plate 8. 
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Pilot 1 and 2 comments for plate 8. 
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Pilot 3 and 4 comments for plate 8. 
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Plate 9. 
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Pilot 1 comments for plate 9. 
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Pilot 2 comments for plate 9. 
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Pilot 3 comments for plate 9. 
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Pilot 4 comments for plate 9. 
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Plate 10. 
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Plate 11. 
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Plate 12. 
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West side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting eastbound 

Plate 13. 
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Pilot comments for plate 13. 
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Plate 14. 
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Pilot comments for plate 14. 
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Plate 15. 
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Pilot comments for plate 15. 
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Plate 16. 
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Pilot comments for plate 16. 
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West side of Calcasieu Lock - loaded 6-pack transiting westbound 

Plate 17. 
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Pilot comments for plate 17. 
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Plate 18. 
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Pilot comments for plate 18. 
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Plate 19. 
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Pilot comments for plate 19. 
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Plate 20. 
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Pilot comments for plate 20. 
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East side of Calcasieu Lock - empty 6-pack scenarios 

Plate 21. 
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Pilot comments for plate 21. 
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Plate 22. 
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Pilot comments for plate 22. 
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Additional Testing Track Plots and Pilot Comments 

Results will be presented in this section for the additional testing session. 
The following section presents first the track plot and then a consolidated 
sheet(s) of pilot comments for each track plot. Alternative 1 transits will be 
shown first and will be followed by Alternative 2 transits and then 
Alternative 3 transits. All additional testing session are shown with blue 
track lines to signify vessel traffic was added in the locations specified in 
Figure 10 and Figure 11 of the main text.  
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Alternative 1 – original diversion channel cut, lock open for 
westbound traffic 

Plate 23. 
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Pilot comments for plate 23. 
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Plate 24. 
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Alternative 2 – modified diversion channel cut, lock closed for 
westbound traffic 

Pilot comments for plate 24. 
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Plate 25. 
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Pilot 1 and 2 comments for plate 25. 
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Pilot 3 and 4 comments for plate 25. 
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Plate 26. 
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Pilot comments for plate 26. 
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Alternative 3 – modified diversion channel cut, lock open for 
westbound traffic 

Plate 27. 
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Pilot 1 and 2 comments for plate 27. 
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Pilot 3 and 4 comments for plate 27. 
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Plate 28. 
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Pilot Comments for plate 28. 
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Appendix B: Final Pilot Questionnaires 

The following appendix contains final pilot questionnaires for the initial 
and additional testing sessions. Note that several pilots did not 
differentiate between the east or west side of Calcasieu Lock for westbound 
traffic in some of their responses.  
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Initial testing pilot questionnaires 

Initial testing - Captain Cheramie page 1. 
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Initial testing - Captain Cheramie page 2. 
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Initial testing - Captain Cheramie page 3. 
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Initial testing - Captain Cheramie page 4. 
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Initial testing - Captain Cheramie page 5. 
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Initial testing - Captain Orr page 1. 
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Initial testing - Captain Orr page 2. 
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Initial testing - Captain Orr page 3. 
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Initial testing - Captain Orr page 4. 
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Initial testing - Captain Orr page 5. 
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Initial testing - Captain Hogue page 1. 
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Initial testing - Captain Hogue page 2. 
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Initial testing - Captain Hogue page 3. 
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Initial testing - Captain Hogue page 4. 
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Initial testing - Captain Hogue page 5. 
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Initial testing - Captain Bates page 1. 
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Initial testing - Captain Bates page 2. 
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Initial testing - Captain Bates page 3. 
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Initial testing - Captain Bates page 4. 
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Initial testing - Captain Bates page 5. 
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Initial testing - Captain Bates page 6. 
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Additional testing pilot questionnaires 

Additional testing - Captain Cheramie page 1. 
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Additional testing - Captain Cheramie page 2. 
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Additional testing - Captain Cheramie page 2. 
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Additional testing - Captain Cheramie page 4. 
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Additional testing - Captain Cheramie page 3. 
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Additional testing - Captain Orr page 1. 
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Additional testing - Captain Orr page 2. 
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Additional testing - Captain Orr page 3. 
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Additional testing - Captain Orr page 4. 
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Additional testing - Captain Orr page 5. 
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Additional testing - Captain Hogue page 1. 
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Additional testing - Captain Hogue page 2. 
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Additional testing - Captain Hogue page 3. 
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Additional testing - Captain Hogue page 4. 
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Additional testing - Captain Hogue page 5. 
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Additional testing - Captain Bates page 1. 
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Additional testing - Captain Bates page 2. 
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Additional testing - Captain Bates page 3. 
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Additional testing - Captain Bates page 4. 
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Additional testing - Captain Bates page 5. 
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Appendix C: Pilot Cards 
Pilot card – loaded 6-pack. 
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Pilot card – loaded 6-pack. 
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Pilot card – empty 6-pack. 
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Pilot card – empty 6-pack. 
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Unit Conversion Factors 

Multiply By To Obtain 

degrees (angle) 0.01745329 radians 

feet 0.3048 meters 

horsepower (550 foot-pounds force per second) 745.6999 watts 

knots 0.5144444 meters per second 

miles (US statute) 1,609.347 meters 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

CHL Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory 

ECDIS Electronic Chart Display and Information System 

ERDC US Army Engineer Research and Development Center 

FMT Florida Marine Transporters  

ft foot/feet 

GICA Gulf Intracoastal Canal Association  

GIWW Gulf Intracoastal Waterway  

hp horsepower 

MLLW mean lower low water 

MSL mean sea level  

MVN New Orleans District 

STS Ship/Tow Simulator  

USACE US Army Corps of Engineers 
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